What must I do with hazardous waste in the laboratory?

**01 Identify and classify waste**
Check which group the waste belongs to. You can consult the Laboratory Waste Finder at www.ub.edu/ossma/residus/cercador-residus-laboratori/.

**02 Choose the container and label it**
Select the appropriate drum for each type of waste and before starting it, label it correctly. Labels can be downloaded at www.ub.edu/ossma/residus/etiquetes-recollida-residus-laboratori/.

**03 Fill it up and store it**
Deposit the waste in the drum, store it in the laboratory safely and close it definitively when it is at 90% capacity.

**04 Transport it to the warehouse and replace the material**
In your center does not have a warehouse, send the container collection and replacement application form FOR/MAM/001 to ossma@ub.edu.
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